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Human magnet syndrome is a concept invented by psychologist and therapist Ross Rosenberg. It is also the title of a book that sold a massive quantity of copies. What he's talking about is a reality that Rosenberg has discovered: we have a strong attraction to the people who will make us suffer sooner or later. According to this theory, what we call chemistry between humans is
nothing more than a dysfunctional attraction. There are two impulses in that chemistry: one of love and the other of war. In other words, we are strongly attracted to the people with whom we will eventually have a problem. That would explain why so many of us aren't looking for the kinds of wonderful people who will give us stability and affection. When it comes to the world of
relationships, you've probably all heard the opposite adation attracts. Human magnet syndrome explains why. The dance of codependence inherently dysfunctional requires two opposite but balanced partners: a pleasant fellendent, which also gives the needy who controls. -Ross Rosenberg- Human magnet syndrome in action When someone suffers from human magnet
syndrome, they experience a strong attraction when they meet the other person. They have an intense feeling that this other person is special and that they have a unique connection. They also have an intense desire to have intimate physical contact with the other person. At least they want to be as close to them as possible. People get carried off by this powerful attraction, thus
starting a very intense relationship. They feel that this other person is the love of their life. This person is a perfect match for them and makes them happy. But sooner or later, there will be conflict. It could be from jealousy, differences of opinion, possessiveness, or really nothing. This is when the person who once made you extremely happy begins to become a source of suffering.
The two were deeply wounded and dug the trenches for an all-out war. Even though, they find it very difficult to separate. Narcissism and codependence According to Rosenberg, human magnet syndrome in its classical form comes with two types of people: codependent and narcissistic. He also points out that all relationships have a certain level of co-dependence. The real
problem is when it is the main feature of a relationship and leads to high levels of drama. Codependence means that one partner will give to the other without limits. They try to give them the best of themselves without any filter or any limitations. The other person, the narcissist, loves to have this kind of unconditional partner. They respond with signs of affection, attention and
care. At this point, everything sounds perfectly balanced and harmonious. But pretty soon the narcissist will start wanting more. Even if the other person gives them each part of themselves, their partner will feel like something is missing. Over time, what I receive will not May. They're going to start asking, or asking, more and more. The codependent will come to feel that they're
not good enough. They'll feel like maybe the other person doesn't need them. That will fill them with uncertainty and they will try to give more and more, but eventually they will start complaining about their partner's indifference. Endless suffering People dealing with human magnet syndrome build relationships that become painful and suffocating over time. But their attraction to the
other person doesn't go away. Sometimes it gets even stronger because of all the mutual harm they do to each other. For some reason, the codependent will want to continue to be controlled. The narcissistic person will be in desperate need of the adoring follower. That prevents them from ending a relationship that's hurting both of them. So, in the end, they stick with the
imbalance. The processes at work here are not so different from addiction. At first, it's a wonderful, pleasant, euphoric feeling. Some people call it happiness. Even if as time goes on, the pleasant feeling begins to disappear, and the suffering takes its place, these people will not accept that the pleasure from the beginning is gone. They compulsively seek that amazing sensation.
Psychologically, codependent and narcissistic are totally opposed. This is the exact reason why they complement each other. You hear these kind of people saying things like I'm my best half all the time. It's actually true in this case, except that it's more from neurosis than anything else. Human magnet syndrome talks about why we love the people who make us suffer. Explains
that when such things happen, it's more about individual neuroses that become stronger in a relationship than about real, stormy, strong love. Mar 21, 2016 Donna Hines rated it really liked the theory behind human magnet syndrome is one that I shared with my readers on my Facebook page, Lost Self Life After Narcissism. Their is very much truth in dance addiction to co.
Emotional manipulators for example. Narcissists are so charming, so evesive, so attractive to the naked eye. You can fall head over heels with one in an instant, that magnetic attraction is really so powerful. However, you will end up losing a sense of self in the process of always trying to aim to please unplease the theory behind human magnet syndrome is one that I shared with
my readers on my Facebook page, Lost Self Life After Narcissism. Their is very much truth in dance addiction to co. Emotional manipulators for example. Narcissists are so charming, so evesive, so attractive to the naked eye. You can fall head over heels with one in an instant, that magnetic attraction is really so powerful. However, you will by losing a sense of self in the process
of always trying to aim to please unpayable. These narcissists are empty bottomless pits that are never satisfied with a lust for more. The more you give, the more itake and the vicious circle repeats. I would know that before creating my self help page I was married to a malignant narcissist for 11 years and together for 13yrs having 3 children together from this union. He convinced
me of his strengths and hid his insecurities and weaknesses quite well. I was in love, spoiled, and imattracted to him. Empty promises, broken dreams, and secretive hidden lifestyles involving hidden marital affairs, hidden adoptions, love children being given my w/o knowledge (stepbrothers/sisters to my children), hidden financial problems, etc. existed. Activation factors and loyal
harem or flying monkeys as the term is coined were aggressive and vast. The vilified campaigns used against me to keep quiet were unsettling, but by all I survived. I noticed a comparison with the book with my own personal challenges. My parents, though much good suppliers like my ex-husband were not present and emotionally distant. My mother, in my opinion, has
narcissistic tendencies and my father is more co dependent. Fear, alone, abandoned and always looking that love as the scapegoat is the way I was raised. I couldn't compare it to my 3 brothers as they were the golden children. So I naturally grew up to feel unimportant, unqualified, unloved. This is no excuse as we can change all that adults however, the more achievements I
have achieved, would be graduating with my master's degree, marriage, children, job successes and volunteer awards (nationally), the less I was celebrated. After growing up this way I learned to celebrate my own self value and my achievements w/a fan fair. The soul mate I was looking for was a nightmare in disguise. It seemed like everything I wanted, it seemed to be the one.
However, we have been co dependent and in all ways truly dependent on it in many ways for simple survival. Eggshells, abuse, threats, fears, intimidation, degradation, devaluation/throw, love bombing, floating, triangulation, gaslighting, and all other forms of mind games and tactics have been used against me, including smear campaigns, threats, and retaliation. I had to have my
ex-husband personally removed from our house after the abusive episode and narc rage. It was when I made the first call and I re-read the police report that I knew our relationship was unsafe and my children and I deserved not only safety, but love. I immediately filed a protection order, submitted support and left with my children and nothing more. Later I lived hell so many
describes. My utilities were shut down with my son being disabled. I had zero income and no job being unemployed in the long run who gave up their career to full-time housewife raising 3 children alone. I learned my voice, my opinion, my questions/concerns fell on deaf ears. My needs were irrelevant, along with my children's needs. The only important needs that were far
superior were those of narcissists. I existed to make my narcissist appear and for his personal earnings, needs, and benefits. We were his puppets and his extensions for his control and power. I was left after an 11-year marriage bankrupt, homeless, long-term unemployed, and living under 18k poverty to support a family of four. I continue to live like this to this day. I fell in love with
the façade, the mask, the hope of a brighter future. It was the hardest thing to admit guilt, shame, loneliness in an empty marriage. Co-addicts believe the impossible. They believe that narcissists (emotional manipulator) are telling the truth. They don't get into a relationship thinking this person is out to get them or destroy them like that was my case. After all, who would think that
the person were married. Warning signs are still present denial, tolerance to accept less than worth, low self-esteem/self-worth, past childhood experiences, rational thinking that will change, hope for better is what keeps him moving along as two ships sail in the distance. I can tell you that it's even more interesting once you're gone and the new target is brought in as your
replacement. Narcissist does not change as they throw blame, find fault, do not accept their responsibility for their actions. Unlike dependentpeople who can change. Narcs rage and throw tantrums temperament just like a child. daresomeone to ask them is their line of thought and the way of operandi. I feel like I'm above the law. When I left I was immediately replaced before my
bed was even cold. The new one thought she and she was the only one and only regardless of how he treated only his wife and children. The traces of destruction seem to follow these toxic people who have NPD. Ironically, even armed with the truth and all documents, such as police reports, warrants, adoption records, images of abuse and destruction, judicial documents,
financial documents, etc. people have a hard time believing the chameleon know it can be living a double life. She has still denied, still nieve, still trying to mitigate what was really happening behind closed doors. After many know narcs have two public vs. private masks. Jekyll and Hyde's personality traits. Unfortunately and many will eventually learn this the only person who can
save you in the end is by you. You have to do your job to deal with your past, see the pattern of failed relationships and wonder why. Never blame yourself, never find fault and never give up. Life is wonderful. Life is beautiful. Even living under poverty freedom of abuse is worth its weight in gold. For those of us who are now survivors and thrive striving for narcissistic abuse say
wait because one day my book is coming. One day, when my kids are growing up I hope to say also once out of survival mode. Until then, we continue to help others to heal from NPD and hope and pray that we can all heal from this dangerous personality disorder and hideous trait. Highly recommend human magnet syndrome. Great read. ... More... More
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